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MEMORANDUM ON THE ORGANISATION OF A SYSTEM

OF EUROPEAN FEDERAL UNION.

[Translation.j

At a preliminary meeting held in Geneva on September 9th, x929, at the request of the French
representative, the authorised representatives of the twenty-seven European States which are
Members of the League of Nations were invited to consider he advantages oi an agreement betweent
the interested Governments having as its object the creation, among the nations of Europe, of
some kind of federal bond establishing between them a system of constant solidarity, and allowing
them, whenever necessary, to get into touch immediately to study, discuss and settle problems
likely to be of common interest.

Having unanimously recognised the need for some effort in this direction, the representatives
who were consulted all undertook to recommend to their respective Governments the consideration
of the question which had been directly submitted to them by the French representative, who had
also taken the opportunity, on September 5th, of raising the matter before the Tenth Assembly
of the League of Nations.

In order to demonstrate more clearly their unanimity, which in itself embodied the principle
of a moral union in Europe, they considered that they should draw up without delay the procedure
which seemed to them the most likely to facilitate the proposed investigation.  They entrusted
to the French representative the task of indicating, in a Memorandum addressed to the interested
Governments, the main points to which they should give their attention; to collate and record
their views; to set forth the conclusions of this widespread enquiry, and to embody them in a
report for submission to a European conference, which might be held at Geneva on the occasion
of the next Assembly of the League of Nations.

In fulfilling the task which was entrusted to them, the Government of the French Republic
desire to emphasise the general anxiety and the essential reservations which have never ceased to
dominate the thoughts of all the representatives united at Geneva on September 9th last.

The proposal examined by twenty-seven European Governments found its justification in the
very definite feeling of collective responsibility in face of the danger which threatens the peace of
Europe, from the political as well as from the economic and social points of view, as a result of the
essential lack of unity in the organisation of Europe.  The need for establishing a permanent
regime of solidarity based on international agreements for the rational organisation of Europe
arises from the very conditions of security and well-being of the nations whose geographical
position already imposes on them in this part of the world a real so'lidarity.

No one to-day doubts that the lack of cohesion in the grouping of the materia! and moral forces
of Europe does in fact constitute the most serious obstacle to the development and efficiency of
all political or judicial institutions on which the foundations of any universal organisation of peace
tend to be based.  This dispersion of energy does not limit less seriously, in Europe, the possibilities
of enlarging the economic market, the attempts at intensifying and ameliorating industrial pro-
duction, and thereby every guarantee against labour crises, which are sources of both political
and social instability.  Moreover, the danger of such division is still further increased by the
extent of the new frontiers (more than 2o,ooo kilometres of Customs barriers) which the peace
treaties have had to create, in order to satisfy national aspirations in Europe.

The very activities of the League of Nations, whose responsibilities are rendered all the more
heavy by the fact that it is a universa! organisation, might meet with serious obstruction in Europe
it these territorial divisions were not counteracted at the earliest moment by a bond of solidarityenabling the nations of Europe to realise at last the geographical unity of Europe, and to bring
about, within the framework of the League, one of the regional understandings which the pact

has formally recommended.

That is to say, that the search for a formula of European co-operation in conjunction withthe League of Nations, far from weakening the authority of that body, should not, and could not,
tend but to increase it, for it is in close keeping with the ideals of the League.

It is in no way proposed to form a European group outside the League of Nations, but, on thecontrary, to bring European interests into harmony under the control of, and in conformity with,
the spirit of the League of Nations, by creating within its universa! organisation an organisation
Which, for being limited, would be all the more effective.  The creation of a system of federal
°rganisation in Europe would always be placed to the credit of the League of Nations as a factor
of progress, of which even nations outside Europe could reap the benefit.

Such a conception can leave no room for ambiguity, any more than that which, in an area
.even more limited, gave birth to the collective negotiation of the Locarno agreements, whichInaugurated the real policy of European co-operation.

a°ÿ  There are, in fact, certain questions of special interest to Europe for which, in the interestst?eace itself, the European States may feel the need of a s,ÿecial more imme iCtlon ÿ-J  -  .........  d ate and moredirect
, ÿau wÿtn wmcn tnev are, moreover, soeciallv comoetent to deal. because       r aclalamn' •          .         ÿ.  ....  of the1 r

1ties and their common ÿdeals of civilisation   The League of Nations itself, in the general
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exercise of its activities, has more than once had to take into account this geographical unity whie]a
Europe represents, and for which common solutions may be found which could not be imposed

T      To re are and facilitate the co-ordination of those activities of the Learn1e
Phÿnÿha;iehs°ÿe?i°ÿd'Euro/eaÿ, would be one of tile tasks of the proposed association.     ÿ'

Far from constituting a fresh tribunal for the settlement of disputes, the. European association,
which could not be called upon in such matters to use its good Graces excepÿ in a purely consultative
capacity, would not be competent to deal fully with particular problems ior zne settlement of
which a special procedure of the League of Nations or some other expressly defined procedure has

n laid down b the Covenant or by treaties.  But even in matters involving a task essentially
rbeeseeIrved for the Yeague of Nations, the federal bond between the European States would still

play a very useful part in preparing an atmosphere favourable to a peaceful settlement by theLeague, or in facilitating, in practice, the execution of its decisions.
Accordingly, the French representative was careful, from the beginning, to avoid all ambiguity

when, taking the initiative at the first European reunion, he expressed the opinion that it should
include only the representatives of the States which are Members of the League of Nations, and
should meet at Geneva on the occasion of the Tenth Assembly--that is to say, in the atmosphere
and within tile framework of the League of Nations.

The proposed European organisation could not be opposed to any ethnographical combination
outside the League, either in Europe itself or in other continents, any more than it could be to

the League itself.
The work of European co-ordination meets requirements so immediate and so vital that it

seeks to be an end in itself, by doing positive work which there can be no question of directing or of
allowing to be directed against anyone.  On the contrary, this work will be carried on in complete
and friendly trust, and even often in collaboration, with all other States or groups of States which
are so sincerely interested in the organisation of universal peace as to recognise the advantage of ae

greater homogeneity in Europe, and which, in addition, understand sufficiently clearly the modernlaws of international economy, to seek, in the better organisation of a Europe which has been
simplified and thereby freed from the constant menace of conflicts, the conditions of security
indispensable to the development of their own economic intercourse.

The policy of European union, towards which must tend the present search for the first link
of solidarity between tile Governments of Europe, implies, in effect, a conception absohltely
contrary to that which formerly led to the creation in Europe of Customs unions, tending to
abolish internal Customs barriers ill order to erect on the boundary of the whole community a
stiffer barrier--that is to say, in order to create, in practice, a weapon against the States situated

outside these unions.
Such a conception would be incompatible with the principles of the League of Nations, closely

bound as it is to the ideal of universality which remains its aim and end, even while it seeks or

favours partial results.
Lastly, it is necessary to make the proposed study very clearly subject to the general principle

that in no case and in no degree may the formation of tile Federal Union desired by the European
Governments affect in any way any of the sovereign rights of the States which are members of

such an association.
It is on the ÿlane of absolute sovereignty and of entire political independence that the under-

standing between European nations must be brought about.  It would, besides, be impossible to
imagine the existence of any idea of political domination in an organisation deliberately placed
under the control of the League of Nations, whose two fundamental principles are precisely the
sovereignty of States and their equality of rights.  And, as regards rights of sovereignty, will
not the very genius of each nation be able to assert itself more consciously in its individual co-
operation in the collective work, under a system of federal union fully compatible with respect for
traditions and for the characteristics peculiar to each people ?

It is in the light of these observations and inspired by the general anxiety mentioned at the
beginning of this Memorandum that the Government of the Republic, in conformity with the

procedure laid down at the first European reunion of September 9th, 1929, have the honourto submit to-day for consideration by the Governments concerned a statement of the different
points on which they are invited to give their opinion.

I.

NEED FOR A GENERAL AGREEMENT, HOWEVER SUMMARY IT MAY BE, TO AFFIRM THE PRINCIPLE

OF THE MORAL UNION OF EUROPE AND TO PLACE FORMALLY ON RECORD THE EXISTENCE

OF THE SOLIDARITY ESTABLISHED BETWEEN THE STATES OF EUROPE.

In a formula as liberal as possible, but indicating clearly the essential object of this association
in the service of the collective effort towards the pacific organisation of Europe, the signatory
Governments would undertake to get into touch regularly at meetings held regularly or on special
occasions to examine in common all questions likely to be of interest primarily to the common"

wealth of European peoples.
Observations.

I.  The signatory Governments appearing thus pledged to the general orientation of a certaiÿ
common policy, the principle of European union would henceforth be beyond discussion and



removed far above the routine of everyday procedure; the consideration of ways and means
would be delegated to tile European conference or to the permanent organisation which would
be called upon to constitute the living link of solidarity between European nations and thus to
incarnate the moral responsibility of the European Union.

2.  This initial and symbolic pact, under the auspices of which would take place, in practice,
the definition, the organisation, and the development of the constituent factors of the European
association, should be drawn up summarily enough to contain only a definition of the essential
rhle of this association.  (It would be left to the future, should that be favourable to the develop-
ment of the European Union, to facilitate the eventual development of this pact, which would be
confined to general principles, until a more comprehensive charter can be conceived.)

3-  When?he European Pact is drawn up, the essential reservations indicated in the present
Memorandum must, nevertheless, be taken into consideration.  It would be necessary, in fact,
to define the character of Europe, regarded as a regional understanding in keeping with the

provisions of Article 21 of the Covenant of the League of Nations, and exercising its activitywithin the framework of the League.  (It should be specified particularly that the European
association cannot take the place of the League in matters entrusted to the latter by the Covenant
or by treaties, and that, even in its own province of the organisation of Europe, it should still co-
ordinate its particular activity with the general activities of the League of Nations.)

4.  To demonstrate more clearly the subordination of the European association to the League
of Nations, the European Pact should be confined at first to tile European States which are Members
of the League.

In order to avoid the predominance of any one of the European States over the others, the
post of Chairman of the European Conference should be filled annually and in rotation.

B.  Need/or an executive body iÿ, the/orm o/a permanent political committee composed only
of a certain number of members of the European Conference, which would act both as the committee
of research and as the executive body of the European Union.

The composition and the powers of the European Committee, the method of election of its
members, the organisation of its chairmanship and its sessions, regular or special, should be settled
at the next meeting of the European States.  Since the work of this committee, like that of the
conference, must be carried on within the framework of the League of Nations, its meetings should
take place at Geneva itself, where its ordinary sessions might be made to coincide with those of
the Council of the League of Nations.

Remarks.

I.  In order to keep the European Committee free from any predominating influence, the post
of Chairman should be filled in rotation.

2.  As the Committee can consist only of a limited number of representatives of European
States Members of the League of Nations, it would retain the power to invite at any time the
representatives of other European Governments, whether Members or not of the League of Nations,
who might be particularly interested in the consideration of a question.  Furthermore, the Com-
mittee would be formally given the right to invite, whenever considered necessary or desirable,
a representative of a non-European Power, whether Member or not of the League of Nations,
to be present or even to participate in an advisory or deliberative capacity in discussions on a
subject in which that Power is interested.

3.  One of the first tasks of the Committee might be:
On the one hand, the general examination of every method of realising and applying the

roposed scheme in accordance with the essential data obtained after consultation with the various
OVernments, and the investigation, for this purpose, of the ways and means of facilitating the

technical definition of the constituent elements of the future Federal Union in Europe;

Need/or a representative cÿnd responsible body in tl, e shape o/a regular institution kÿown
as tl, e " European Coÿ/erenee " composed of the representatives of all the European Governments
Members of the League of Nations.  This body would remain the primary directing body of the
European Union in conjunction with the League of Nations.

&The powers of this conference, the organisatioa of its chairmanship and its sessions, regular
or special, should be settled at the next reunion of the European States, at which will have to be
considered the conclusions reached in the report of enquiry and at which must be definitely drawn
up the scheme of European organisation, subject to the necessary governmental approval or
parliamentary ratification.

Remark.

NEED  FOR  MACHINERY  WHICH  WILL  SECURE  FOR  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  THE  ORGANS   ESSENTIAL

FOR  THE   ACCOMPLISHMENT   OF   ITS   TASK.

II.
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And on the other hand, the preparation of a general inventory of the programme oi European
co-operation comprising:

(a)  The study of political, economic, social and other questions of special interest to
the European commonwealth and not yet dealt with by the League of Nations;

(b)  The specialmeasures to be taken in order to accelerate the execution by the EuropeanGovernments of the general decisions of the League of Nations.

4.  After the adoption of the general programme of European co-operation, the Committee
might entrust the study of certain subjects to special technical committees, making sure that
there exist conditions such as will enable the work of the experts always to be kept under tile
control and direct inspiration of the political element emanating directly from the Governments
which remain jointly responsible for the prosecution of their international undertaking aÿoWhich
alone can ensure success on the political plane where it finds its supreme justification,      this

purpose, the chairmanship of the technical committees, in each special case, might be entrusted
to a European statesman chosen either from within or from without the European political
committee.)

C.  Need for a secretarial staff, however small it may be at the outset, in order to ensure the
administrative execution of the instructions of the President of the European Conference or of
the European Committee, communications between Governments parties to the European Pact,
the summoning of the conference or committee, the preparation of their discussions, the registration
and notification of their resolutions, etc.

0 bservations.

i.  In the beginning, the secretarial duties might be entrusted to the Government responsible,
for the year, for the chairmanship of the European Committee•

2.  When the necessity for a permanent secretariat shall have been recognised, the seat of
this secretariat should be the same as that of the meetings of the conference and of the committee--
that is to say, Geneva.

3.  In the organisation of the secretariat, account should always be taken of the possibility
oi making use, at least in part and temporarily, of special sections of the Secretariat of the League
of Nations.

III.

NEED FOR LAYING DOWN IN ADVANCE THFJ ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLES WHICH SHALL DETERMINE THE
GENERAL CONCEPTIONS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMITTEE AND GUIDE IT IN THE ENQUIRIES
WHICH IT MAKES FOR THE PURPOSE OF pREPARING THE PROGRAMME OF THE EUR-°ÿEAN
ORGANISATION.

(This third point might be reserved for consideration at the next European meeting.)
•   "      e econonÿic Cro blem to the ÿ)olitical problem. ÿ All possibi!ity

A  The generaZsubordÿnatÿ°n o/th  .   - • "  ....  ÿ  ......  erned by the question of security,
of progress on the road to economic umon being sÿrlct*y ÿtJv•   •  "           nd u with that of the progress possible on the road
and this question it,se.lf being.intimately bou o tÿe nolitical lane at the outset }he constructlvfÿ
to political union, .it 1s essenzi.at co ,ÿ-is ÿ,- t  ....  ÿ* ;o on tPÿis same olane that me oroau ÿ,,ÿs
effort tending to give Europe Its orgamc sxrucÿm¢  .....  individual European State
of the economic policy of Europe as well as the tariff policy of each
should be elaborated.     -  ........  ess but would aÿear to the weakest nations, left

The inverse order would not. only De irUlt:.e ÿ,  ....  them toltihe risks of a political domination
without guarantees or compellsarlon, as flame Lo ÿ'ÿ°ÿpowerfully organised States•
resulting from an industrial domination of the most

It is thus logical and natural that the economic sacrifices to be made to the commonwealth
should find their justification only in the development of a political situation permitting confidence•    '       " ds. Even after the realisation of such a state of

etween eo les and the true pacification of mm         t acific union between the peoples
b        P  P                  "         f a closÿ and ermanen p                      •       ilÿ
affairs guaranteed bythe .e.stÿbllshrÿent °ÿ1.ÿ :..,,.ÿductlP.£n on the political plane, of a higher seÿ,ÿ,
of Europe, there woum stm ?e nee.a/or mÿ:loÿiÿe members of the European commonwealL[ÿ

" .   ational re uirements wmcn woum   • ÿ   - -          "' cti-el-" a trul'" liberal tar
oÿ intern        . qJ *ÿ ^lnhoraÿ  in al! sincerlt  anct to pursue elie  v y      y
for the common gooÿ, Lu ÿ  ......  Le                 Y

policy.
• "    -o eration should be directed towards the following

The rinci lethatEÿropeanÿohtÿ.calco ÿ.   ÿ,,          "  --  atistosa ,afederatioÿ
B.... ib,    ÿb    • - ÿ-^ ÿct on t    ea of union ÿ,d not of unity  th         Y

essential oO]ect: a federatlon.oÿ  .....  he id      '  al soverei nty of each State while guaranteeing
elastic enough to respect}he .independence anddÿatÿlÿement ofgÿhe political questions affecting the

•   nefits of collective SOllCtarlty m uÿ  ......  .     ÿ  .
to all the be  .......  ]+h or that of one of its members.
destiny of the European comm  .............•    •  ,     eneral develo ment in Europe of the syste}ÿ
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C.  The principle that the economic orgczniscÿEion oi Europe should be directed towards the
following essential object: a rapprochement of the European economic systems effected under the

political control of the Governments acting in concert.For this purpose, tile Governments might themselves settle, definitely, in a document confined
to general principles which would constitute a simple pact of economic solidarity, the objective
which they intend to define as the ideal of their economic policy (the establishment of a common
market which shall raise to the maximum the standard of human well-being in all the territories
of the European commonwealth).  In the favourable atmosphere of such a general orientation
could be begun the immediate practical construction of a rational organisation of production and
of European exchanges, by means of the pr ,gressive liberation and the methodical simplification
of the circulation of goods, capital and individuals, due account being taken of the requirements
of each State as regards national defence.

Once the principle of this tariff policy has been accepted, and accepted definitely, as part
and parcel of the general policy of the Governments, the study of the ways and means of its

practical application might be left entirely to a committee of technical experts, under the conditionsmentioned under Heading II, B, Observation 4.

IV.

ADVISABILITY OF RESERVING, EITHER FOR THE NEXT EUROPEAN CONFERENCE OR FOR THE FUTURE

EUROPEAN COMMITTEE, THE STUDY OF ALL QUESTIONS OF PRACTICAL APPLICATION.

Among which are the following:

A.  Definition o/the field o/ European co-operation, particularly in the following spheres:

I.  General eeoÿ,omics. -- Effective realisation in Europe of the programme laid down by
the last Economic Conference of the League of Nations; control of the policy of the industrial
unions and " cartels " between different countries; examination of and preparation for all future
possible measures for the progressive reduction of tariffs, etc.

2.  Economic equipment. -- Realisation of a system of co-ordination between large public
undertakings executed by European States (motor highways, canals, etc.).

3.  Comÿuniecÿtions and transit. -- By land, water and air: regulation and improvement of
inter-European traffic; co-ordination of the work of the European River Commissions; agreements
between railways; European system of posts, telegraphs and telephones; regulations regarding
broadcasting, etc.

4.  Fiÿzÿce. -- Encouragement of credits intended for the development of those areas of
Europe which are least developed from the economic standpoint: European markets; monetary
questions, etc.

5.  Lgbour. -- Solution of certain labour questions peculiar to Europe, such as labour on
river boats and in glassworks; of questions having a Continental or regional character, such as
the control of the social consequences of inter-European emigration (application in one country
of the laws of another on workmen's compensation, social insurance, workers' pensions, etc.).

6.  Health. -- General application of certain methods of hygiene tested by the Health
0rganisation of the League of Nations (especially regeneration of agricultural regions; application
of health insurance; national schools of hygiene; European epidemiology; exchange of information
and of officials between national health-services; scientific and administrative co-operation in the
fight against great social scourges, against occupational diseases and infantile mortality, etc.).

7.  Intellectucÿl co-oDemtion. -- Co-operation between universities and academies; literary
and artistic relations ; concentration of scientific research; improvement of the regime of the Press
as regards relations between agencies and transport of newspapers, etc.

8.  Iÿter-Pcÿrliamentary relcÿtions. -- Utilisation of the organisation and activities of the
" Inter-Parliamentary Union " for increasing contacts and exchanges of views between parlia-
mentary circles in the various countries of Europe (in order to prepare the ground politically for
the realisation of the objects of the European Union, which would require parliamentary approval,
and, in general, to improve the international atmosphere m Europe by mutual comprehenszon
of the interests and feelings of the nations).

9.  Administration. -- Formation of European sections in certain universal international
bureaux.

•  ,  .........................................

B.  Definition o! the method o/European co-operation in the questions which would occupy
the attention of the European Conference or tile European Committee.
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It might be advisable, according to circumstances:

Either to create organisations for co-ordination and study, where they do not already exist
(for instance, for European equipment or for the various European River Commissions);

Or to second the efforts of the League of Nations in those questions which have already been
the subject of careful study on its part notably, in preparing, by exchanges of views and friendly
negotiations, the entry into force, in relations between the States of Europe, of conventions drawn
up, or recommendations formulated by, the League;

Or, lastly, to convene European or general conferences of the League of Nations regarding
questions capable of settlement by that body, but which have not yet been dealt with by it.
(Non-European States should be invited to be represented by observers at every European
conference, and any convention drawn up by a conference summoned.at tile request of the.
European States, in so far as it might not be strictly contmenta! in Its object, would remain open
for the accession thereto of non-European States.)

C.  Defiÿitioÿ o/ every method o/ collaboration between the European Union and countries
outside that Union.

The French Government, in soliciting an opinion on the four points indicated above from the
twenty-six European Governments by whom they have been entrusted with this enquiry, wish
to make the following general observation. They have considered it necessary, for purely practical
reasons, to adopt as elementary an interpretation as possible of their mission of enquiry; not
that they wish, in their hearts, to limit the possibilities of the future development of a federal
organisation of Europe, but because in the present state of the European world and in order to
increase the prospects of unanimous acceptance of an initial concrete proposal capable of reconciling
all the interests and special conditions involved, it is of essential importance for them to limit
themselves to outlining certain very simple ideas. Similarly, it is the best course to proceed from
the most simple to the most complex, leaving it to time and life to ensure, by a steady evolution
and a kind of continuous creation, the fu!l development of the natural resources which the European
Union could be made to contain.

Such was the conception which guided the representative of France when, at the first European
reunion convened at Geneva, he confined himself to suggesting the immediate examination of a
simple federal bond to be established between European Governments, Members of the League
of Nations, to ensure their practical co-operation.

There is, in fact, no question of bu_ilding up an ideal edifice corresponding in the abstract to
all the logical needs of a vast frameivork of European federal machinery. On the contrary, while
avoiding all abstract anticipation, it is a question of pursuing, in a practical way, the effective
application of a first method of contact and of constant solidarity between European Governments
for the common settlement of all problems affecting the organisation of European peace and the
rationa! organisation of Europe's vital forces.

The Government of the Republic are very anxious to receive before July ISth the replies
of tile Governments consulted, with any observations or spontaneous suggestions which they
might care to add to their communications. The Government of the Republic express the firm
hope that these replies, inspired with an earnest determination to satisfy the expectations of the
nations and the aspirations of the European conscience, will furnish the elements of understanding
and conciliation which, by means of an embryonic federal organisation, will facilitate the establish-
ment of the permanent framework of this European co-operation, the programme of which might
be decided on at the next reunion at Geneva.

The hour has never been more propitious nor the need more urgent for the commencement
of constructive effort in Europe. Tile settlement of the principal problems, both material and moral,
resulting from the late war, will soon have freed the new Europe from that which was weighing
most heavily both upon her economic life and on her moral consciousness.  Europe may now
be said to be ready to make a positive effort corresponding to a new order of things.  It is the
decisive hour when Europe, by taking heed, may fashion her own destiny.

To unite in order to live and prosper; that is the imperious necessity which henceforth confronts
the nations of Europe.  The nations seem already to have made manifest their sentiments on
this subject.  It is the duty of the Governments to assume to-day their responsibilities, under
penalty of abandoning to the perils of private initiative and unco-ordinated enterprise the grouping
of material and moral forces, the collective control of which it behoves them to retain, as much
for the benefit of the European commonwealth as for that of humanity itself.


